UPGRADE TO A VISIOFFICE® 2 SYSTEM:

Contact your Essilor Sales Consultant to purchase your Visioffice 2 system today!

Dimensions (in): 19 (D) x 22 (W) x 84 (H)

VISIOFFICE 2 IMPROVEMENTS

HELP NEW EMPLOYEES LEARN
New training mode allows you to easily measure patients with extra guidance. During each step of the measuring process, pop-ups display step-by-step guidance on how to take measurements. In addition, recommended speech displays across the top of the screen to aid staff in using the device with patients.

NAVIGATE QUICKLY
With fully redesigned software, get to the screen needed without any hassle. The “Quick Jump” button allows for quick navigation to the home screen, measurements or demos from every screen in the software.

MEASURE PATIENTS STANDING OR SITTING
With the extended mirror, the camera now has a greater range of height it can accommodate for taking measurements. With this improvement, the unit can be used on more patients, more comfortably, including patients who are wheelchair-bound.

SEE CRISP, CLEAR IMAGES
With a high-definition camera and widescreen monitor, images are captured and displayed in greater detail and image noise and blur from patient movement are reduced. This becomes most valuable while completing boxing, where the extra clarity goes a long way.

Contact Your Essilor Sales Consultant

Modern Look
Training Features
Software Navigation
Taking Photos in Variable Lighting
Image Quality
Measuring Patients of Various Heights

Visioffice Visioffice 2
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ENHANCE YOUR PATIENTS’ EXPERIENCE WITH THE VISIOFFICE® 2 SYSTEM:
Cutting edge digital dispensing technology that delivers an accurate, precise, and consistent way to fit your ever-evolving patient needs.

Over the last 50 years, the technology behind ophthalmic lens designs has greatly improved. Yet the way we fit and measure patients’ lenses has remained virtually the same.

To get the full benefit of modern lens designs, it is necessary to go beyond the traditional measurements of PD and fitting heights. Visioffice 2 is the digital dispensing system to best support your practice’s evolving dispensary needs.

ENHANCE YOUR PATIENTS’ EXPERIENCE
• Assist in frame selection with frame comparison module
• Educate patients on lens benefits with dynamic product demonstrations
• Build patient trust and confidence with quick, accurate measurements

EXPAND THE REACH OF YOUR SYSTEM
Your Visioffice 2 software and patient files can be easily accessed from your dispensing tables to expand the reach of your system. With the purchase of additional system software licenses, you can connect your computers to the system, allowing for demonstrations and fast lens boxing at your dispensing tables on busy days.

IMPROVE ACCURACY
• Take more precise measurements down to 1/10 millimeter
• Record two images to create a 3D image of the patient that locates their unique optical eye rotation center
• HD imaging system allows for more precise boxing

DISPENSE THE LATEST LENS TECHNOLOGY
• Dispense premium personalized lenses which take into account the shape, size and fit of a patient’s frame to deliver optimal vision
• Ability to measure your patient for any lens solution from single vision to the entire range of personalized Varilux® Progressive lenses

DEDICATED SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Supported from installation day with in-office training by an experienced technician. Visioffice 2 also features live phone assistance with our dedicated team of support staff.

Your Visioffice 2 System also includes:
• A limited three-year warranty
• Automatic software enhancements
• Updates to product demonstrations

SECURE A VISIOFFICE® 2 SYSTEM TODAY
Visioffice 2 Systems are financed at 0% over 36 months.

Lenses Rebates Available
• Purchase qualified lens products and earn rebates that help reduce or eliminate your monthly payment

Section 179 Tax Deductions
Purchasing a Visioffice 2 system for your practice may qualify you for potential tax benefits under Section 179 of the IRS tax code. Ask your CPA about any potential benefits available to you.

Example Savings:
*Estimated savings. Eligibility and exact savings to be determined by customer’s CPA or professional tax advisor according to IRS regulations.

Cost of the Visioffice 2 System: $16,000
Allowable deduction through Section 179: $16,000
Estimated Marginal Tax Rate: 35%
Tax Savings: $5,600
After-Tax Equipment Cost: $10,400

VISIOFFICE® 2
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL DISPENSING TECHNOLOGY